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Exercises To Determine Values

To understand your core values is one of the most useful activities we can do, yet for so many it
is a challenging undertaking. Values are paramount, they tell you what drives you and who you 
want to become. Becoming aware of what drives you empowers you to make the best choice in 
any situation as most of life’s decisions come down to what you value the most. There will be 
plenty of moments where there are too many choices when faced with a circumstance, 
however, when you know your core values and live from them, nothing can stop you from 
going in the right direction because you’re always making the best choices. 

Exercise 1: Can you reflect on a moment where you felt truly happy, fulfilled and proud of 
yourself? Describe this moment in detail. Identify what elements of this situation specifically 
caused your fulfillment, happiness and pride. 

1) What were you doing?

2) Were you with other people, and if so who?

3) What other factors contributed to your happiness?

When we are living from our values we can feel great joy and fulfillment, however as a 
contrast when we are not functioning out of our value system it can cause great regret, 
resentment, sadness and a void grows. Feeling frustrated is a sign that our values aren’t being 
met as a result of something we are doing or external situations or people.

Exercise 2: Take a minute to remember a time when you felt remorse, regret, empty or sad. 
Describe the details of this situation. What specifically let to these feelings?

Exercise 3: Identify a time you felt frustrated, unfulfilled, empty or some emotion like this. 
Make a note of the particular elements of this situation that led to these feelings.

There are things we love to do that when we are doing them we completely lose track of time. 

Exercise 4: Make a list of the activities that you love doing that you experience this joyful loss 
of time. What is it about these activities that you enjoy the most?

When we feel creativity, self-esteem, competent at some task, optimism, there is probably 
inspiration behind that. When we were little kids we were inspired by some idea of who we 
uniquely knew we wanted to be. Later on in life we lost that ability to connect with our own 
sense of self and our inspiration. When we grew up, we then fell in to the trap of comparing our
journey to others and wanted to become like them instead of who we knew we could be. There 
are certain people that we see doing their thing who we find to be very inspiring and we want to
embody their qualities and lifestyles. 
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Exercise 5: Who are your role models and what qualities about these individuals do you 
admire?

Exercise 6: Remember that everyone has something special to offer. Take time to acknowledge 
your valuable traits, talents and abilities. 

1) What are your natural gifts and qualities?

2) When do other people usually turn to you for help?

3) What qualities and gifts do you identify in yourself that you believe others may find of 
value?

Exercise 7: Determine your most important values from this list. Consider the reasons why 
each of these values means so much to you. Aim for a list of 10 values and try to tie together 
any that are similar.

Accountability Accuracy Achievement
Adventurousness Authenticity Ambition
Assertiveness Balance Belonging
Boldness Calmness Carefulness
Challenge Clear-Mindedness Commitment
Community Compassion Connection
Consistency Contentment Self Improvement
Contribution Certainty Creativity
Decisiveness Dependability Determination
Devoutness Diligence Discipline
Discretion Practicality Purpose
Professionalism Progress Reliability
Resourcefulness Restraint Relatinoships
Security Self Actualisation Self Control
Significance Selflessness Self Worth
Spontaneity Stability Sharing
Teamwork Temperance Truth
Thoroughness Timeliness Tolerance
Traditionalism Trustworthiness Truth-seeking
Understanding Uniqueness Unity
Vision Vitality Effectiveness
Efficiency Empathy Enthusiasm
Equality Excellence Excitement
Exploration Expressiveness Fairness
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Faith Freedom Generosity
Goodness Giving Growth
Hard Work Forgiveness Honesty
Hope Humility Independence
Ingenuity Identity Increase
Justice Leadership Legacy
Love Loyalty Obedience
Openness

Exercise 8: Now that you have your list of ten core values, assess them and figure out which 
are the most important ones to you. Try to put them in order of the most important to the least 
important. 

Exercise 9: Take a few moments to check through your top priority values and ask yourself the 
following questions:

1) Do the values you’ve chosen make you feel good about yourself?

2) Are you proud of your top three values?

3) Would you be comfortable telling people you respect your values?

4) Do these values represent things you would support, even if your choices weren’t popular 
and put you in the minority?

5) What are your goals in life? How do your values relate to the goals you have in life?

Exercise 10: How do you hold yourself accountable?

1) Write down three (or more) ways you will use to hold yourself accountable for living 
according to your values.

2) Write down all the ways you can think of that you can break your values. Have you ever 
broken your values before or are you prone to breaking them a certain way?

3) Write down your support system (i.e the people you want to hold you accountable for living 
according to your values). How are you going to ask them to keep you accountable?


